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It’s been another GREAT week.
Thursday October 24 the trusses were completely
assembled in the flat and prefit for all the interconnecting
steel.
Friday October 25 The trusses were transported to the
site for final assembly and erection. .

The rocking crew did an awesome
job. Morgan lead the way and
brought two TC friends, Brent and
Andrew.

Rick zumBrunnen once again demonstrated his mason skills.
When Rick would place a rock his helper, John Forrest, would hold
it in place until it “stuck”.

Meanwhile the painting crew finished up all the roof planks. The
painters Brian Thuringer, David Tenyck, Buford Johnson and
Marc Halvorson were applying while Paula Person was stacking
for them to
dry.

Saturday October 26 was another
milestone, erecting the timber trusses
while the rock crew worked below. Sam
Anderson brought three TC volunteers;
Dylan was a past stone mason and
demonstrated his skills, Drew is a past
framer and offered to do the ladder work
and demonstrated no fear of being
perched on top of a ladder while wrestling
big hardware. Zack was a very quick study
and assisted with the mason work.

As the temperatures cooled the mortar
curing process slows down. Ed and John
idled their vehicles with the lights on.
John brought his living room lamps to
operate off the John Luce Generator. The
crew worked until 10:00 PM, a 13 hour
day for all.

Drew was fearless on the ladder, pushing and pulling the
truss into position, drilling holes, pounding steel plates and
bolts to secure and anchor the upper portion of the
structure. When everything was positioned and secured any
remaining blemishes were touched up with spray paint.
Prior to erection the trusses were touched up by Bill Potvin
which saved a LOT of touch up time in the air. It is far
more efficient to do the touch up on the ground than in the
air.
The crane operator was Drew Nelson, son to Peter Nelson.

While Drew worked one side of the truss,
Pete worked the other side.
These photos taken by Sam Anderson
on top of the largest step ladder made,
18 feet.

This type of work draws a crowd.

The second truss went faster than the
first, more experienced crew. Note the
tie lines held by Ed Menk and John
Forrest. These help rotate and position
the truss into place.
Safety is a top concern so there is never
anyone under the fall path of the truss
just in case of some equipment failure.
Each truss weighs approximately 1,000
pounds.

Drew and Drew are constantly working in unison
to raise, lower, twist, rotate and laterally move the
truss into position. The ladder gives a close up
view that the crane operator does not have. The
4 inch width of the truss bottom chord must fit into
two 4 inch post slots that are 29 feet apart.

When the truss is close, it is then centered
between the post pairs. For a safety factor,
the crane hook is not removed until both
sides are secured into their final position.

The Saturday Rotarian crew included John
Forrest, Ed Menk, Bill Potvin, Dan
Klement, John Luce, Sam Anderson and
Peter Nelson. Drew Nelson, son to Peter,
offered his time to operate the crane.

The roof planks are all stained and ready
for installation.

All of the entrance structure framing is complete. The bracing will remain in place until the roof
planks are installed. The roof planking adds incredible stiffness and locks the entire structure
together. Following the roof planks the steel roofing and fascia will be added.
Note that there are six locations for messaging. The message area will be black granite with
etched messaging.
Future Work:
• Hire contractor for roof planking and steel roof.
• Create messaging panels.
• Plan a dedication by Rotary and City of Brainerd.
• Create a video of the project for District Conference.
• Update master plan with milestones.

